Alliance Française Marseille-Provence is a private higher education institution, established in 1889. It is part of the international network of Alliances Françaises comprising 1040 institutions from 136 countries all over the world. Its mission is teaching French to foreign students, promoting French culture and supporting cultural exchanges. Alliance Française Marseille Provence and its branch in the center of Aix-en-Provence receive more than 1000 students per year from 90 different nationalities in order to improve their French. Our schools in Aix-en-Provence and Marseille allow you a language training in the very heart of Provence. Besides, whether the level you have, you will enjoy your stay taking advantage of both learning French and discovering the wonders La Provence offers you.

**Main Programmes of Study**

Once personal needs are analysed, our educational committee offers you the best learning approach suited to your profile. All courses are developed to be aligned with the Common European Framework of Reference for languages, from A1 to C2. You can join our French courses any day throughout the year, excepting for beginners (dates on request).

Awarded with « Qualité Français Langue Étrangère » label since 2007, our Alliance is also an official examination center accredited by the CIEP for TCF and DELF-DALF.

- General French courses.
- Writing workshops.
- Oral communication and phonetics workshops.
- French courses oriented to studying at university.
- Professional French.
- Language and cultural stays.
- Advance training for French teachers.

**Strengths**

- Teaching in accordance with CEC legal provisions
- Teachers and professionals are graduates specialists in teaching French as a foreign language.
- « Qualité français langue étrangère » label since 2007 (renewal in December 2011)
- Accredited Institution for ongoing professional training.
- Courses tailored to the needs of everybody.

**Location**

**Marseille:** local AF are located in a quiet neighborhood with stately buildings in the city center and 2 minutes walk from the Metro Perier. Aix-en-Provence: Our school is ideally situated nearby the famous fountain of the Rotonde. Our schools welcome you all year in South East France, in the heart of Provence.